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BSNews J~UARYl~l
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BUILDING

WhyNotAn
All-Industry
epresentative
Body?
Why is it that the mechanical
sector is the one major
portion of the building
seIVices industry which does
not have an all-embracing
representative body to rellect
its views and, more
importantly, safeguard its
interests?
This is a question which has
been asked time and time
again of BSNews during
discussions with the various
in
try sectors. We have
r
the matter before but
are prompted to do so once
again at the behest of a
number of leading
manufacturers/suppliers.

Gerard Doheny has been
appointed Marketing Manager at
Wavin. He was previously
Marketing Manager with Nokia
and has also held the position oJ
Marketing Advisor with Coras
Trachtala.

The electrical sector is the
other major portion of the
building seIVices industry and
that is well served on all
fronts by the AECI, which is
the domestic contractors
association; the ECA, which
is the industrial/commercial
contractors association; the
AEW, which is the
wholsealser/merchants body
and EMDA, which looks after
the interests of the
manufacturers and
distributors.
Moreover, they in turn meet
regularly under the auspices
of a number of all-embracing
bodies.
The net effect of such interaction is that the interests of
the electrical sector are qUite
well safeguarded while, at the
same time, it has a voice
which can influence
the nature of developments
within the overall
construction industry.

SERVICES

NEWS

on the mechanical sector are controlled and influenced.

is not sufficient justification
to do nothing.

Secondly, there is the more
Unrnediatelevelofsay
manufacturer, distributor or
contractor.

Today, more than ever, the
constantly-changing face of
the mechanical side of the
building seIVices industry
demands an all-industry
forum at which the various
sectional interests can be
represented and through
which a ~gle voice will
emerge to represent the
overall interests of the
business.

On the consulting side the
CIBSE is an excellent example
of how effective, and
influential, such a
representative body can be.
How the mechanical seIVices
sector would benefit from
similar representative bodies
serving the interests of the
manufacturers and
distributors, be it a combined
association or two separate
organisations.
The advantages don't need
spelling out here... they are
obviOUS to all.
On the contracting side the
picture is a little brighter. In
addition to the IDHE, there is
also the Registered Heating
Contractors Association.
Many, qUite rightly, wish to
avoid the establishment of
mere "talking shops" where
the same people tend to come
to the fore because they are
constantly sounding off.
That is always a danger but it

To an extent, the process has
already commenced in that
CIBSE, the IDHE and the
Registered Contractors
Association already exist.
However, it is only when the
sectional interests of the
manufacturers and
distributors
are cohesively coordinated by way of separate
organisations or one body that the mechanical sector of
the building seIVices industry
will be properly represented.
Once again BSNews raises the
issue at the prompting of
many of those in the
business. After that it's over
to you.

The mechanical sector of the
building seIVices industry has
no such organisational
structure. Consequently, it
suffers on two fronts.

The frrst is the broader arena
where matters of general
interest to the entire
construction industry - but
which have a direct bearing
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1991

Paddy Clonan. CIBSE Bronze Medal recipient, pictured with Andrew
Ramsay. CIBSE Secretary and CIBSE Republic oJIreland Branch
Chairman, Michael Buckley. To receive such an honour is a unique
achievement and itldeed Paddy is thefirst Irish member ever to be
presented with such an award. See story in Plumblines.
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MARK INFRA HT

~.Cofltact:·

Keeling Equipment.
House,

RocheI Street, Umerick.
Tel: 061·317417
Fax: 061·310951.
Brian Mulhare Associalll8.
112 Lower Baggot SJr-.
Dublin 2.
Tel: 01·614803.
01·762947.
Fax: 01-610920.
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READERSHIP DATA
Irish Building Services News (formerly Irish
H&V News) is Ireland's only Building Services
magazine providing coverage of the heating.
ventilating. air conditioning. refrigeration,
are. plumbing. maintenance and
el. onmental industries. It is the only
publication catering exclusively for these
industries and its circulation includes
members of the following:
The Institute of Consulting Engineers; The
Chartered Institution of Building Services
Engineers: The Institute of Domestic Heating
Engineers; The Energy Managers' Association:
The Institute of Plumbing: The Energy
Conservation &District Heating Association;
The Mechanical Engineering &Building
Services Contracting Association: The Irish
Builders' Providers Association: The
Association of Consulting Engineers of
Ireland: Irish Home Builders Association:
Maintenance Managers' Association.
In addition. Irish Building Services ews
circulates to independent building services
contractors and key executives in industry.
Government. Semi-State and local authority
bodies. Essentially. our circulation is virtually
saturation coverage of all those with an
interest and/or involvement in the industry.

COMPUTER REPORT
An Aid to H&V Design

Specially-written "off-the-shelf' low-cost computer programmes

GLOWTHERM
SUPPLEMENT

Sean Carroll and
Shay Kearney,
principal directors
of Glowtherm Ltd.
This issue of
BSNews contains
a 12-page
supplement
detailing the
company's
product portfolio,
the service
provided and the
personnel
responsible.

BSNews. January 1991 1
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HEATING REPORT

Commercial/Industrial Heating

BSRIA REPORT FINDINGS
Radiators

NRG Management Consultancy's 88page report on the Irish commercial and
industrial heating market has recently
been released. This report follows on
from the Irish domestic heating report
and is a part of the European Building
Services' study, being project managed by
the Building Services Research and
Information Association (BSRIA).

According to NRG Management
Consultancy, the most significant part of
the commercial heating market in Ireland
is radiators, with a 1988 value of £IR8.8
million or 300,000 units. However, it
must be noted that these figures also
include radiators sold into the domestic
market. The steel panel radiator accounts
for the majority of these units.

The EBS study is being compiled to give
both national market information as well
as an overall view of the "single market".
As a result it will provide invaluable
information at a time when it is
important for building services
companies to know about the special
opportunities and threats that 1992 will
create. Each report will include
information on:

Boilers
The Irish market for commercial and
industrial space heating boilers in 1988
was estimated to be 1800 boilers with a
total market value at manufacturers'
selling prices of £IRI.78 million.

The structure of overseas markets;
Identity of hte main suppliers;
Best methods of entering each market.
The complete European study will consist
of 84 reports and is being undertaken by
speCially-selected partners and
associates in each of the EC countries.
The study has be backing of 200 supplier
clients, 10 of whom have a significant
manufacturing facility or are based in
Ireland.
Information given in the Irish commercial
heating report states that this particular
market was worth £18 million in 1988,
as shown in the pie chart below.

Natural gas is relatively new to Ireland,
states the report. Consequently, sales of
boilers with gas burners are relatively
buoyant. The use of gas boilers in
Ireland is not restricted to areas supplied
by natural gas as sales of gas boilers
includes those using liquified petroleum
gas LPG

Other Commercial/Industrial
Heating Products
The relatively large size of this market is
principally due to sales of electric storage
and convection heaters. These are
popular because of the limited availability
of natural gas and the universal
availability of electricity. Thus, in many
areas, the main choices of fuel are
between electricity, oil and LPG.
The report contains market data from
personal interviews with the main
suppliers, data which is represente
way of 52 tables.
In the Appendices, the addresses of the
main manufacturers, importers and
distributors are supplied with a contact
name.

The market for warm air units, at IR£I.6
million, is important in Ireland, with
cabinet heaters and suspended heaters
dominating sales, continues the report.

The complete Il-volume report, of which
Ireland is just one volume, costs
IR£2200. Headings for major product
sectors include Market size, structure
and segmentation; Major companies;
Historical trend and future forecast;
Inter-EC and overseas trade;
Distribution; Pricing, discounts and
margins; End-user sectors and
applications; Specification; Barriers to
entry and Recommendations on market
entry.

In terms of the size of the country, this
type of heating is relatively popular in
Ireland. This is partly due to this type of
heating being preferred to radiant
heating.

The other product group reports are:
Domestic heating (already publishe
and plumbing, controls, air conditio
and ventilation, all of which are currently
being compiled.

Warm Air Units

IRISH COMMERCIAL HEATING MARKET
(Values in £IR, Source NRG Mgt Cons)

RADIANT HEATERS (0,6)

AIR CURTAINS & DOOR H'TERS (0.3)
OTHER PRODUCTS (4)
BURNERS (0.25)

RADIATORS (8.8)

WARM AIR UNITS (1.6)
BOILERS (1.78)
HEAT EMITTERS (0.8)

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol30/iss1/1
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10 Knockbracken Park, Belfast BT6 OHL.
Tel: 0232-491966. Fax: 0232-491275.
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BTU GOLF

Hermit~e
- Sponsor: Killarney
Plastics
As is now traditional. the
Hermitage outing saw out
the BTU golfing year with
the social gathering later
on in the evening once
again exemplifying the
comraderie that underlines
the Society and gives it the
unique position of strength
it enjoys within the
building services industry.

Des Prendergast. Golfer oJ the Year, receiving his prize from Joe Warren. BSNews. In
attendance is BTU Captain Sean Smith.

The day was sponsored by
Killarney Plastics and
incorporated the fmal of
the Matchplay - now
known as the Eddie Egan
Memorial Trophy - the
turkey shoot and the ladies
competition.
The presentation of prizes
later that evening also
included that to the Golfer
of The Year which is
sponsored by BSNews.
Details of the winners are
as folows.

President's PriAt
Royal Dublin
- Sponsor: J J Sampson

Winner, President's
Prize
- Gerry Tobin.

Class 1

Hermitage - John Lavelle, overall winner, with Sean
Smith and Con Stack oJ Killarney Plastics.

1st - John Lavelle (H: 10)
29pts; 2nd - Pat Dunphy
(H: 11) 29pts; 3rdMichael Wyse (H:10) 27pts.

Class 2

- Tony Gillen.

1st - Joe Warren (H: 13)
33pts; 2nd - Michael
Curley (H: 12) 31pts; 3rd
- Sean English (H: 14)
30pts.

Ladies Competition

Class 3

- 1st: L Baker; 2nd: B
Delaney; 3rd: P Egan.

1st-J Maher (H:15)
32pts; 2nd - Ray Byrne
(H: 16) 30pts; 3rd - Bill
Penrice (H:26) 30pts.

Golfer of the Year
- Des Prendergast.

Matchplay

Main outing
- 1st: John Lavelle with
34pts playing off 11; 2nd:
Tony Gillen with 33pts
playing off 12; 3rd: Joe
Hogan with 32 pts playing
off 11; 4th: Joe Warren
with 32pts playing off 13.

Hermitage - Tony Gillen, 2nd, with Sean Smith and Con
Stack.

Right: Hermitage - Joe
Hogan. 3rd. with Sean
Smith and Con Stack.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol30/iss1/1
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Front Nine
1st - John Ennis (JH: 13)
18pts; 2nd - E Tracy
(H: 10) 18pts.

Back Nine
1st - Frank Cahill (H:9)
18pts; 2nd - Sean Smith
(H:15) 15pts.

Visitors
Isr - Tom Lappon (H: 11)
34pts; 2nd - Aidan
Shields (H: 13) 33pts; 3rd
- H Byrne (H:61 32pts.
6
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FIND THAT PRODUCT

III

The Building Services Buyer Guide 1990/91
edition is the most comprehensive directory ever
compiled on the industry, including as it does
data on both the mechanical and electrical
aspects of the building services sector.

Royal Dublin - Class 1 winner John Lavelle receiving his
prize with Dave Sampson and Sean Smith in attendance.

Whether you are a specifying mechanical or
electrical consultant; architect; energy
manager; maintenance manager; building
services engineer; builders merchant's;
industrial, commercial or domestic contractor;
manufacturer; distributor; agent or supplier, the
Buyer Guide is an invaluable reference manual
which should be kept at your fingertips at all
times.

Royal Dublin - Class 2 winner Joe Warren receiving his
prizefrom Dave Sampson and Sean Smith.

Royal Dublin - Class 3 winner J Maher receiving his
prize from Dave Sampson and Sean Smith.

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1991

Obtain you own personal copy by sending
a cheque for £10 made payable to:Pressline Ltd, Walnut Lodge,
Carysfort Avenue, Blackrock, Co Dublin.
BSNews, January 1991 7
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PRODUCT REVIEW:

AIRCONDITIONING AND
VENTILATING EQUIPMENT

AI C Sector To
Remain Buoyant
While the beginning of 1991 has certainly brought with it
something of a slowdown right across the divide of all
industry sectors - and while that slowdwon has manifest
itself as apprehension and anxiety within the construction
and related industries - the outlook for the air conditioning
sector remains buoyant. Those involved in the business
whom BSNews spoke to are confident that, despite the
general world economic slowdown and the Gulf war - both
of which will undoubtedly have a bearing on the Irish
economy - the air conditioning sector is likely to remain
buoyant, albeit a great deal more competitive than last year.
The general view is that society has come to accept new
standards of comfort, especially in public places of
entertainment and enjoyment, while the same holds true for
commercial premises such as offices, retail outlets,
restaurants, etc. While all of these areas have been welltargeted over the last year or two, there is still a great deal of
scope for development. It is this, rather than the new
buildings, which holds the most prospects for 1991.

Munters
Munters have developed the
first direct gas-fired desiccant
wheel dehumidifier in
conjunction with the British
Gas Midlands Research
Station. It is now available in
Ireland from Coolair Ltd. Use
of dehumidifaction techniques
dUring manufacture results in
improved product quality,
superior environmental
conditions and significant
energy savings.
The new direct gas fired
dehumidifier is based on the
Munters long-perfected drying
wheel which is partitioned
into two zones. In the working

zone moist air from the
surrounding areas is passed
over the well continuously
and the moisture extracted
and absorbed by the
desiccant.
In the reactivation zone the
process is simply and
efficiently reversed as air,
heated by the direct gasfiring, drives off the absorbed
water which is then exhausted
from the building. There are
few moving parts and the
dehumidifier requires minimal
attention.
Details from Coolair Ltd, 25
Cookstown Industrial Estate,
Tallaght, Dublin 24. Tel: 01511244; Fax: 01-511565

Munters dehumidifter, MA 6000 - MA 700. Details from Coolair.
8 BSNews, January 1991
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Daikin
Daikin Europe NV has
extended its recentlylaunched VRV (Variable
refrigerant volume) inverter
air conditioning systems with
the addition of three new fan
coil distribution units.
The introduction of the new
eqUipment, comprising wallmounted, floor mounted and
concealed floor-mounted
types, available in both 1hp
and 1.4hp modules, results in
an enlarged total range
covering 19 models in six
different formats.
The units provide an ideal
solution for refurbishment
applications in which false
ceilings do not exist and their
attractive fmish enables them
to blend in with any interior
decor. Their compact design,
based on a height of only
60cm for the floor-mounted
and concealed types, puts no
restrictions on window sizing
and location within a normal
room.
Moreover, installation
flexibility is ensured by the
ease with which the standard
upward discharge of the
concealed unit can be
changed to frontal discharge if
reqUired.
The Daikin VRV system is of
centralised multi-split concept
enabling the connection of up
to eight indoor units of
varying types and sizes to a
single outdoor condensing
unit.
Heart of the system is the
inverter-driven compressor
which enables the output of
the outdoor unit to be
modulated according to the
precise indoor air conditioning
requirements. Considerable
savings in energy
consumption are therefore
available. In addition, each
indoor unit can be controlled
independently or by a
centralised system to ensure
maximum operational
flexibility'
The VRV inverter is a state of
the art system that reflects
Daikin's leading position in

the field of multi-split air
conditioning, a position
confirmed by the system's
gold medal award for product
innovation at last year's
Interclima Exhibition in
France.
Details from Coolair Ltd, 25
Cookstown Industrial Estate,
Tallaght, Dublin 24. Tel: 01511244. Fax: 01-511565.

Mark Eire
Industrial heating needs are
wide and varied. It may
used for the comfort of
employees, the care of goods
and buildings or the care of
sensitive expensive
equipment. Heat may not be
the only requirement as air
flow and humidity also need
to be placed in the equation,
Limitations which may hinder
are high roofs, necessary but
problematic heating systems
adapted from previous users,
exposed bays, open doors,
intermittent occupancy and
high ventilation.
"While other manufactures
may adapt their one system
for all needs, at Mark Eire we
have a system for every
situation". So says Mike
O'Donoghue, General
Manager of the Dutch-o
manufactUring subsidiary in
the West Cork Gaeltachl of
Coolea.
"Mark BV had been
manufactUring pioneers, in
gas heating systems in
particular, on the continent
for almost 40 years when they
established the Coolea Plant
in 1986" continues
O'Donoghue.
From Coolea today Mark Eire
manufactures and distributes
the full range of heating and
ventilation products for
Europe and Ireland.
Distribution in Ireland is
handled by Adrian Ryan,
Pioneer Heating Equipment,
Limerick and by Brian
Mulhare Associates in Dublin
and Leinster.
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Energy Saving
Central Air Conditioning

Step by Step

VRV: A world first

Cooling and Heating

VRV (Variable Refrigerant
Volume) is the first system of
its kind; utilising small bore
refrigerant piping to provide
high efficiency heating or
cooling zone by zone.

No separate cooling and
heating systems - VRV does
both jobs - more freedom for
creative design.

Self Contained
Each compact, quiet running 5 hp
condensing module serves
up to four fan coil units (max
range 70m). No need for
expensive back up plant. Ideal
for single contractor
installation zone by zone.

DAIKIN VRV: take the first step and
contact your supplier for full details TODAY

~oQQI~~JI~G

25 Cookstown Ind. Est., Talla9ht, Co. Dublin.
Tel. (01) 511244/511540. Telex 31689 COOL El. Fax (01) 511565.
Mallow Road, Cork. Tel. (021) 303630. Fax (021) 397995.

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1991

Control Versatility
Daikin VRV features individual
control of conditions in each
zone as standard: optional
central control of all system
functions.

Major Savings in Capital
and Running Costs
Daikin VRV requires no boiler
plant or separate heating pipe
work; fast and simple installation
- no need for specialist sub
contractors; no back up cooling
plant; minimum maintenance;
zone control matches energy
supplied to energy required for
low, low running costs.

DAIKIN -Anofhe,Wol'd 10'
Ai,Condifioning
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PRODUCT REVIEW:

AIR CONDITIONING AND
VENTILATING EQUIPMENT
by CFC R12. The onsite
refrigeration, chargeless .
system also uses less
refrigerant, further reducing
the ozone depletion problems
ofCFC's.

The range includes suspended
unit heaters, free-standing
cabinet heaters, make-up air
units, air handling units,
water/stem unit heaters,
industrial dryers, radiant
plaques, tubes and panels,
together with recirculation
units.
"Pioneer Heating Equipment
have been successfully
distributing the Mark product
range for the past three years
in the West and South. Our
clients and heating installers
are all well pleased with the
product line" says Adrian
Ryan of Pioneer.
Brian Mulhare of Mulhare
Associates sees tremendous
scope for the product line on
the East Coast. "These
quality products are ideal for
factory shop floors, churches,
schools, shopping areas,
offices, sports complexes, in
fact, any large area where
heating and ventilation is
required".

The compact outdoor system
incorporates rotary
compressors and low ambient
control for operation at -5 deg.
centigrade. Units are fully
protected for outside use and
fully charged for 50m pipe
runs. (Using size 2 systems,
the charge will cover 40m pipe
runs.) Service valves, together
with HP switching and
compressor protection are all
standard.
Ceiling-mounted PCH air conditioning systemJrom Mitsubishi
Electric.

independently of, and
compensating for, local
temperatures.
Options are also available for
heatpump, cooling only,
timing and group control,
enabling air conditioning
systems to be exactly tailored
to suit individual customers
specific reqUirements.

Potential customers,
contractors and gas heating
personnel are welcome to visit
Mark's modern Coolea Plant
(near Macroom) and see the
. The ultra-slim, low-height wall
products in production.
mounting indoor units stand
Details from: Pioneer Heating just 360mm high and are
Equipment at 061-317417, or
220mm deep, with the length
Brian Mulhare Associates at
either 1220 or 1530mm
01-614803/762947
depending on the specific
model. They are easily
installed just below ceiling
height enabling fixing above
doorways or in narrow areas
without restricting usable
working space. The units are
quiet in operation, with noise
levels of between 36 and
Three models comprise the
50dB(A). depending on the
new Mitsubishi Electric PKH
model.
range which features low
height, unobtrusive wall units Swinging louvres provide
uniform airflow and a
linked to chargeless outdoor
manually
adjustable gUide
units and microprocessor
vane enables vertical or
control.
horizontal discharge. For
The three versions provide 5.4 simple and neat installation,
to 1O.4kW cooling capacities
all pipe connections are inside
and 6 to 1O.6kW for heating,
the cover and a hot start
providing a working
system ensures warm air
temperature range of 10 to 30
start-ups. On heat pump
deg. centigrade. Mitsubishi
versions an electric booster
Electric's K series electronic
heater is provided.
controllers provide nearby or
Also new to Mitsubishi
remote control, operating
Electric is the space-saving
10 BSNews, January 1991
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Mitsubishi
Electric

PCH range of ceiling mounted
systems.
Five models comprise the
range, providing cooling
capacities from 5.5 to 15.4kW
and heating capacities from
5.3 to 17.6kW, providing a
working temperature range of
19 to 30 deg. centigrade. The
systems are easy to install
and simple to operate and
maintain.
PCH ceiling mounted units
are smartly designed, quiet
and unobtrusive. They can fit
flush to a wall, with all
services concealed. A two way
air outlet and an electric boost
heater are provided and fresh
air facilities are available on
most models in the range. Air
is uniformly distributed in
operation by swinging louvres
and a hot start system always
ensures the units start with a
flow of warm air. Operating
noise level, depending on the
specific model is between 40
and 53dB(A).
Outdoor units comprise the
world's first on-site
refrigeration, chargeless
system featUring a charge of
HCFC R22 instead of CFC
R12, to make positive strides
towards maintaining the
environment. Notably, using
HCFC R22 refrigerant
provides an ozone depletion of
around just 5% of that caused

These additions will be
complemented in the late
Summer or early autumn by
the introduction of the LH
ceiling cassette system with
ratings of the order of 3.5 to

J

SKW.

Further information from
Mitsubishi Electric's
appointed distributor in your
locality, details of which are
available direct from
Mitsubishi Electric Ireland
Ltd, Western Industrial
Estate, Naas Road, Dublin 12.
Tel: 505007/561333; Fax:
507343.

Ventac
Ventac Ltd have been
associated with Soler and
Palau, one of Europe's leaders
in electrical domestic
appliances and ventilation
companies since 1972.
During that period, both
companies have grown and
Ventac now appreciates the
recognition they have earned
in industry throughout
Ireland.
Ventac's premises are situated
on Grand Canal Quay, in the
heart of the Grand Canal
Development, from where
Ventac's many services are
provided. These buildings
incorporate large stores,
where ventilation units and
noise attenuators are
assembled. sheet metal work

10
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The new Mitsubishi Electric Ceiling Cassettes.
Mitsubishi Electric makes air conditioning
ms that the world looks up to.
e latest ceiling cassettes are extremely
quiet, remarkably compact and they offer an
exceptional specification for the price.
They protrude by only 25mm into the room.
And many important features that are normally
charged as extra are included as standard.
s

friendly charge-less refrigerant
systems can be installed
up to 50 metres away. And
today's advanced Mitsubishi
microprocessor technology
allows the command of up

i

UP TO

50

METR£S

1
to 50 units from one
remote control location.
Besides ceiling
cassettes, we have many
other air conditioners and heat pumps such as
floor standing, wall and ceiling mounted that are
just as innovative.
For full details contact Mistubishi Electric.

Our ceiling cassettes offer 4-way directional
control. Outdoor heat pump units with environment

Mitsubishi
Electricby
Ireland,
Industrial Division,
Western
Published
ARROW@TU
Dublin,
1991Industrial Estate.
Naas Road, Dublin 12. Tel: (01) 505007 Fax: (01) 507343.

• MITSUBISHI
"'ELECTRIC
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PRODUCT REVIEW:

AIR CONDITIONING AND
VENTILATION EQUIPMENT
carried out and where all
services and repairs are dealt
with by experienced staff.
Upstairs is an extensive
showroom adjoining a modern
open-plan office with
personnel to assist you
technically and professionally.
Ventac provides many services
which include domestic
ventilation for the home, but
more importantly, industrial
ventilation, noise control,
grilles, dampers, fIre control
products, roof units,
explosion proof fans and
machine shop oil fIltration
units.
A large proportion of Ventac's
products are now partially or
completely manufactured in
Ireland. This includes, roof
units, twin and single
centrifugal cabinet fans, fan
silencers and noise
attenuators.
Over the years, Ventac has
supplied equipment to some
of the largest developments in
the country, including,
Aughinish Alumina, Limerick;
Sterling Drug, Dungarvan;
The AudiO Metric Unit,
Beaumont Hospital, Dublin;
Trabolgon Leisure Centre,
Cork; Nutgrove and Stillorgan
Shopping Centres, Dublin and
more recently, the UCI
Multiplex Cinema Centres in
Tallaght and Malahide and
also The International
Financial Services Centre in
Dublin's Customs House
Quay.
Ventac realises the
importance of maintaining
communications between
themselves and architects,
consulting engineers,
mechanical contractors,
surveyors and industry. As a
result, new to Ventac in 1991
is a mobile backup. Ventac
now have a representative on
the road nationwide,
constantly calling on these
professionals to update
information so that all in the
industry are fully aware of the
latest products and services
from Ventac.

and technical capacity in
handling air and noise control
applications. Ventac have the
most up to date Class 1 noise
analysis instrumentation to
carry out the assessment and
offer a solution to the most
complex noise problem to
meet Local Government and
Eolas specifications. They
also have the experience to
implement and install the
necessary attenuation
hardware.
Details from Ventac & Co Ltd,
Grand Canal Quay, Dublin 2.
Tel No: 713499. Fax No: 01713890.

ABB
The Flakt Dirivent system
from ABB's Environment
Control Division offers the
ideal solution to ventilation
problems in large premises,
due to a high number of air
changes in the occupied zone.
The ventilation air is directed
by small jets of air from
special nozzles to the places
where it is needed, e.g. where
more air, more cooling or
heating is reqUired.
An additional important

advantage of the Dirivent
system is that it can be
installed in existing plants, to
improve the pattern of air flow
and the temperature
distribution.
Dirivent offers the
consultant/contractor a
complete system
incorporating: Primary air handling units;
Dirivent distribution ductwork
and nozzles; controls;
Installation; Commissioning
of the complete system;
Guarantee of space
temperature and gradients.
The Flakt Dirivent system has
an internationally proven
track record with over 10,000
systems installed in over 25
countries throughout the
world. It can solve the most

Ventac's strength lies in the
company's wide expe'1ence
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complex of air conditioning
problems.

Hiross

In Ireland, ABB/Flakt have
already installed over 400,000
sq ft of Dirivent systems,
ranging in application from
welding booths through to
electronic component
assemblies, printing works
and general warehousing.

Hiross is recognised as one of
the leading names in the
world of environmental
control for computer and
other technological
environments. Since 1964, at
the start of the modern
computer age, Hiross has
served customers in
thousands of applications.

The principal features of the
Flakt Dirivent system include
the following:- Reduces the
investment costs - owing to
the small-bore ducting. The
investment cost of the
Dirivent system is often lower
than that of conventional
systems for a given level of
comfort in large premises:
Lower energy consumption,
lower operating costs - Since a
lower total air flow is
necessary to prOvide effective
ventilation, and since the
temperature at the roof is
reduced, the energy
consumption and thus the
operating cost is much lower
than in conventional systems:
Uniform temperature
distribution - Direction
nozzles instead of ducts are
used for distributing the
treated ventilation air
horizontally as well as
vertically. The air can thus be
distributed over a large
surface and can be directed to
the points where it is best
needed. The momentum
necessary for conveying the
supply air to the required
place is supplied at all times.
This teChnique, therefore
allows large flows of air to be
directed uniformly and
without draughts to all parts
of the premises, and this also
applies to buildings of
complicated design. In
addition, warm air is
prevented from collecting
under the roof as it does in
conventional installations.
Full details from ABB Flakt
Environmental Control
Division, Whitestown
Industrial Estate, Tallaght,
Dublin 24. Tel: 522622;
Fax: 522985.

Around the world including
here in Ireland, Hiross closecontrol air conditioners
support sites ranging from
banks to telephone
exchanges, from automated
factories to automated offices.
Hiross offers a most
,~
comprehensive range, plus
solutions for environmental
needs based on more than 25
years of technical expertise
and practical experience.
Specialised environmental
control for the technological
room is essential to maintain
optimum operating
conditions. To protect
sensitive digital eqUipment,
specillc temperature and
relative humidity parameters
are demanded by eqUipment
manufacturers.
Close-up control air
conditioners, as opposed to
conventional comfort air
conditioners, are reqUired to
produce these specifIc
conditions. ThiS is neces y
because most heat produced
in the technological
environment is sensible, or
dry heat. Unlike conventional
units, close-control air
conditioners are capable of
cooling air without
unnecessarily removing its
moisture content.
The Hiross close-control air
conditioner represents a
totally reliable means of
environmental control. From
its patented coil to other
components such as fans,
compressors and controls, the
Hiross unit maintains custom
components. specifically
manufactured for Hiross, and
designed to deliver maximum

Product Review continues on page 13
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FOR eOMFOR'!' Ale AND
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Glowtherm
Limted
ENVIROMENTAL ENGINEERING
PLANT & EQUIPMENT
SPECIALISTS

PERRYSTOWN HOUSE,
194, Whitehall Road,
Terenure, Dublin 12.
Phone: 513887/516644
516531/522172
513595
Telex: 30841
Fax: 554375

A FULL RANGE OF LlNDAB SPIRAL DUCT, FiniNGS
AND FIRE DAMPERS AVAILABLE EX-STOCK FROM
THE SOLE DISTRIBUTORS.

There are plenty of cheap filters
about. But the problems they cause are
far from cheerful. Paor performance,
bad manufacture and a total absence of
quality can raise costs dramatically.
Early savings are soon eaten away
as the short life of the cheap filter
necessitates regular and expensive
changing.
Alternatively you can fit the Farr
30/30 - the accepted industry leader.
Ruggedly constructed, this panel fi
utilises Farr's own pleated green filter
media and boasts the largest filtration
area in the business, up to a third more.
Consequently filter life in many cases is
twice that of its rivals, making Farr the
most cost effective filter available.
Easy to install, each of the iig
assembled 30/30 filters is manufactured
to the highest international standards.
If you're tired of always changing
filters, it's time you changed to Farr.
Eire Distributors
Glowtherm Limited, Perry Stown House,
Whitehall Cross, Whitehall Rood, Terenure,
Dublin 6. Tel: (0001) 516 531.
Farr Europe
272 Kings Rood, Tyseley, Birmingham
B11 2AB. Tel: 021 707 8211. Telex: 337065.
Telefax: 021 706 9986.

~ ::E-~JEC, EUROPE
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol30/iss1/1
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To Successful
Partnerships...
... we say thank you at Glowtherm to all our trading partners
- both suppliers and customers - for the successful
business relationships we have enjoyed since our early
days in 1974.
To be all things to all men is difficult at the best of times
but, to do so within our
business sector is near
impossible.
At Glowtherm we have no
pretentions about being the
biggest or the most perfect,
but, we can confidently say
that we go further than
most companies in striving
to achieve customer
satisfaction.
That we are successful in
the main is epitomised by
the very existence of the
excellent trading
relationships we enjoy with
suppliers and customers
alike.
Once again we thank you for sharing in that success with us
and look forward to even greater shared achievements in the
years ahead.

1
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1991
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Glowtherm for
Tailor-made Comfort
AIC and Ventilation
Equipment
Prior to joining forces in July 1974,
Shay Kearney and Sean Carrollthe principal directors at GLowthenn
- both workd within the building
services industry, Shay as an
engineer and Sean in sales.
Consequently, when they decided to
fonn a company together, their
respective abilities and combined
experience made for a
complimentary professional
partnership.
That they also happened to be
compatible on a personal basis was
- and still is - an added advantage,
despite the fact that personality-wise
they are poles apart.

Glowthenn Filtration Ltd and
Glowthenn Heat Transfer Ltd.
The fonner came on stream
approximately four years after the
initial company was established
while the latter was established in
1982.

Pl.

Consequently, there are now four
companies under the Glowthenn
umbrella - Glowthenn Ltd (sales
and distribution arm); Glowthenn
Filtration Ltd (grease filtration, bag
filters, etc); Heat Transfer Led
(heating coils, air curtains, etc); and
of course the independent, whollyowned service operation, Glowthenn
Service Ltd.

Each company is a stand-alone
operation charged with full
responsibility for all its own affairs.
This also holds true for the service
LOW PROFILE
company which, in addition to
Nonetheless, while forceful
covering the service needs of its
characters as individuals, both Shay
sister-companies, has a wider brief
and Sean keep a relatively low
that allows the service and ongoing
profile within the industry, preferring maintenance of non-Glowthenn
instead to let the products and service products and projects.
they supply do the company's
An indication of the service
talking.
company's standing within the
Originally, the business of
industry can best be gleaned from the
Glowthenn represented a sales and
following representative selection of
distribution organisation. However,
current maintenance/service
as it developed over the years,
contracts - Office of Public Works;
special niche markets were identified Chester Beatty Library; Offices of
which could be served even better
the Revenue Commissioners; The
still by home-manufactured sources.
Met Office; NlHE Limerick; Garda
Headquarters in Dublin; The
Having considered these matters in
Department of Defence building in
depth, Shay and Sean choose to go
Dublin; and the Ulster Bank
down the road of manufacturing
Computer Centre.
themselves. Hence the formation of

Indeed, many would argue that this is
a particular strength of the company.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol30/iss1/1
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"HANDS·O "AFFAIR
Overall management of all
companies is very much a "handson" affair for both Shay and Sean
though, on a day-to-day basis, the
respective directors/managers of
each company have full autonomy.

Carroll are con tantly engaged in
market research and feasability
studies on possible new
manufacturing projects. Many are
discarded following analysis of
resultant information but there are
also those which are kept "alive".

That said, Shay and Sean maintain
close and direct contact with all
Glowtherm customers. Whether it is
a sales query, someone seeking
design advice or maybe even a stock
or accounts enquiry, both are
immediately accessible.

One such project is at an advanced
stage and this should come to fruition
within the next 12 months.

The decision to engage in
manufacturing in the first instance
arose from Glowtherm' need to
provide an even more comprehensive
service to the identified market
sectors covered by the two
manufacturing companies.
In each instance a market niche was
identified as being best served - and
more cost-effectively served - by
home production.

However, Glowtherm doe not seek
expansion for its own sake. New
developments undertaken by the
company have, fir t and foremost, to
be adjudged financially worthwhile
while it is an essential requirement
that all new ventures complement the
company's esatablished bu inesses.
Both Shay and Sean are sticklers for
"good house-keeping", strictlycontrolled financial management
being a prime requirement for all
Glowtherm trading activities.

EXPA SION
In that effort Glowtherm looks
forward to cementing and expanding
existing trading relationships with
both its supplier and customer base
and also to welcoming new members
into its trading partnership family.

Frank Dolan. Sales and
Production Director.

Premises are always purchased,

David Lockhnrt. Sales Manager;
Glowtherm Filtration.

Jimmy McDermott. Director
(Service company).

Apart from being able to guarantee
product quality control and delivery
schedules, and additional advantage
is the flexibility own-manufacture
affords. This is an ever-more
important factor in the areas served.
While the rate of expansion since
1974 appears rapid in that there are
now four separate companies under
the Glowtherm umbrella, the reality
is that these developments have been
thoroughly researched from every
angle before being brought on
stream.
Indeed, Shay Keamey and Sean
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1991

Gerry Kelly. Director (Service
company).

never leased, with the same holding
true for all neces ary plant and
machinery. Where applicable, all
grant-aided as istance has been
availed of with the company now
enjoying a very constructive and
supportive relationship with the lDA.
Pre ently Glowtherm - through its
four sister-companies - has a staff
complement of 17, the intention for
the immediate future being to
con olidate its current market
standing and to prepare it elf for
future expansion by way of the
opportunities envisaged prior to, and
after, 1992.

3

Barry Hennessy. Internal Sales
Co-Ordinator.

Anton O'NeilL Contracts
Engineer.
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Nothing is better!

Greater Stability
by Design
:':-:'..

Very good airtightness with a
unique adjustable hook design
and a rubber seal on the exterior
frame. Through this seal the kit
stays intact during transport and
installation, in contrast to similar
systems not incorporating such a
seal.
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manufacturer of f1anging and suspension
systems for ductwork based just outside
of Eindhoven.
It supplies the entire spectrum of duct

APPOINTED
AGENT FOR

Aer Grilles
Aer Grilles Ltd is based in Dublin and
manufactures a most comprehensive
range of air distribution equipment.
Products include single- and doubledeflection grilles, non-vision door
grilles, ceiling diffusers, floor grilles,
external weatherproof louvres, etc.
All products are made from the highestquality extruded aluminium with a satinanodised finish being used throughout
the vast bulk of the range.
However, alternative finishes are also
available, a wide choice of colours being
offered to suit specific architectural
requirements.
Continuous sustained demand and
support from the home-based H&V
industry has enabled Aer Grilles capture
a significant share of the market against
stiff competition from imported product.

support systems and is recognised
throughout Europe as one of the market
leaders in this specialist field.
Continuous investment in research and
design and associated product
development, coupled with advanced
production methods and the use of highquality materials, have resulted in a
stream of innovative product
introductions from De Waal Staal over
the years.
A new 100,000 sq ft production facility
is presently under construction and this
will also serve as the central European
warehouse from which appointed agents
and distributors throughout Europe including Glowtherm in Ireland - will
draw down supplies.
That said, Glowtherm carries significant
ex-stock quantities of over 40 different
items from the De Waal Staal range in its
own warehouse at Whitehall Road,
Dublin 6. Included are access doors,
flexible connectors, in-seal air handling
profiles, louvre profiles, etc, etc.

airborne contaminents under the
demanding conditions found throughout
the world, ensure that Farr can provide
air filtration equipment to meet the most
exacting requirements.
This tailor-made performance offers an
unmatched combination of air handling
effectiveness and economy.
Unfortunately, air pollution is something
that perhaps will always be with us. It is
one of the world's greatest challenges to
a healthy environment. Continuous
development and the introduction of
innovative products ensures that Farr
filtration systems will always be at the
forefront in meeting this challenge.
Consequently, from an Irish point of
view, Farr allows Glowtherm occupy a
similar leading role in the battle against
air pollution in Ireland.
Among the products available ex-stock
from Glowtherm are permanent
cleanable panel-type filters; disposable
air filters; replaceable media pads and
rolls; extended media area filters; highperformance filters; totally rigid filters;
high dust holding capacity filters;
magnamedia high-efficiency filters;
carbon cell filters; holding frames;
grease eliminators; side access housings;
and dynavane inertial separators.

Nor is this success limited to the Irish
scenario. It is also very much in
evidence in the UK where Irishmanufactured air distribution equipment
as made by Aer Grilles is very much in
evidence on some very large and
prestigious projects.
The cornerstone of the Aer Grilles'
package is the supply of high-quality
products, made to exacting specifications
and readily available at competitive,
value-for-money prices.

APPOINTED
AGENT FOR

Farr Filtration
For more than 40 years Farr FIltration
have - through creative research, design
expertise and thorough testing manufactured air filters and systems to
meet the universal need for pure, clean
air.

APPOINTED
AGENT FOR

De Waal Staal
De Waal Staal is a long-established

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1991

Buildings of every size and description
- uch as hospital , hotels, factories,
shops and offices - all rely on Farr for
trouble-free, dependable air quality.
Technical innovation, based on the ound
product experience of wide and diverse
applications developed to control

5

APPOINTED
AGENT FOR

Optimum
Designs
Optimum Designs Lld stands for an
entirely new specialist approach to the
manufacture of madge bla5t gate
dampers, air conditioning and ventilation
products. New products, new techniques
and the very latest production methods
all ensure a continuing response to the
needs of the industry.
Optimum Designs has a team of highly-
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trained, skilled specialists fully
committed to serving the needs of
customers with innovative solutions to
their particular requirements.

and is typified in the unique madge blast
gate damper.

Typical of the innovative design and
styling of Sanyo is the new range of
cassette heatpump air conditioners which
have set new standards of ophistication
and perfonnance. They combine
aesthetic design and the most up-to-date
technology for state-of-the-art
environmental control.

Optimum Designs produces madge bla t
gate dampers and air conditioning and
ventilation products to a consistentlyhigh quality. The company has
developed new techniques and
revolutionary new cold roll fonning
machines, evolved over years of research
and development within their own
specialist machinery building.
Exacting quality control standards, not
just of the manufacturing process but
also of the raw materials used, ensures
that products not only confonn to
expectations, industry requirements and
international standards, but that they
exceed them.
The continuous research and
development which fonns an integral
part of the Optimum Designs service is
not limited to just the principal products
in the range but covers even the smallest
and simplest item.
or is the product evaluation and
development process limited to solving
technical problems in isolation to the
commercial factors. Great care is also
taken to ensure that new innovations are
time-saving, more efficient and more
cost-effective.
Service is also a crucial ingredient in the
Optimum Designs portfolio. Everybody
pays lip-service to providing a good
service but Optimum Designs makes it a
reality, a way of life, a pennanent
committment to the indu try.
Prompt and efficient deliveries are but a
part of that comprehensive service. Also
provided through Glowthenn is expert
advice and after-sales support, in
addition to a specialist capability to
resolve and provide solutions to
unexpected problems.
As for the product portfolio itself, the
madge range of accessories has been
designed to simplify the assembly and
installation of ducting on site and to
considerably reduce the preparation time
in the workshop. There are no beads, no
flanges, no welds, no bolts, no rivets, no
special tools and no special skills
required.
The systems' good component design is
part of the Optimum Designs philosophy

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol30/iss1/1
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kits available to extend the system to
cover three, four or six rooms.

All Sanyo units incorporate computercontrolled electronic expansion valves to
ensure optimum perfonnance, even at
extreme operating conditions. Latest
CAD aerodynamics have been used in
the fan design and air flow, ensuring
greater silence in operation.

APPOINTED
AGENT FOR

Sanyo
The Sanyo name is renowned the world
over and instantly recogni able as a
symbol of quality and reliability in many
different fields of expertise, air
conditioning being no exception.
Since entering this market sector Sanyo
has invested heavily in research and
development programmes and
subsequently brought to the marketplace
air conditioning products incorporating
innovative features and designs.
The extent of the Sanyo air conditioning
range is extensive, covering pI it-type
systems from 7,000 to 18,000 BTU/hr,
mainly for domestic use and split-type
ystems for commercial use with
capacities of between 24,000 and 49,000
BTU/hr.
From an Irish point of view the principal
activity of Glowthenn is in the
commercial sector where, to date, they
have already established Sanyo as one of
the main players in the air conditioning
sector.
A wide choice of models is available
such as cooling only models which can
be wall-mounted, ceiling mounted, semiconcealed, concealed, floor-mounted or
free-standing with an equally-diverse
choice of cooling/heating models also
being available.
Then of course there is the Sanyo multisplit sy tern for application where the
temperature can be controlled in two
rooms simultaneously with a choice of
indoor wall, ceiling or floor units to suit
the pace and room decor. A convenient
remote control unit allows for fingertip
temperature control over both rooms.
There are also complementary optional

6

The new SPW ceiling cassette range
combine advanced micro computer
control with Sanyo's legendary rotary
compressor.
Utilising temperature sensing at nine
separate points, the units are capable of
maintaining room temperatures as low as
17/18 degrees C and of operating at
extremes of outdoor conditions without
the need for any additional control
components.
These Sanyo heatpump units have been
designed with ease of installation and
maintenance in mind. Incorporating
retention toggles, flared connections, 2cable group control and self-diagnostic
facility reading out on the remote control
LOCO panels, the units could not be
simpler to in tall, commission or
maintain.
It is with uch innovative products of
proven reliability -- all of which are now
available from Glowthenn -- that Sanyo
has set the standard in the art of
environmental control which others have
to follow.

APPOINTED
AGENT FOR

Lindab
Lindab is a well-established

20

manufacturing and distribution group
operating throughout Europe and
Scandinavia from some 85 separate
manufacturing and distribution sites in
eight countries.
The UK arm of Lindab Ltd was formed
as recently as 1983 yet the company has
already expanded to include
manufacturing sites at Stroud,
Manchester, Northampton and Paisley in
Scotland.
There are additional distribution centres
strategically-located in Birmingham and
East and West London, Ireland being
covered by officially-appointed
distributors Glowtherm Ltd.
This reinforces the company's policy of
supplying its range only through large,
well-established distribution centres
capable of carrying significant quantities

et al.: BS News
of product on an ex-stock basis.
Lindab's strength is the fact that it
concentrates soIey on developing and
bringing on stream quality products
which are specifically tailored to suit the
market's requirements. That, coupled
with a keen emphasis on customer
service, are the hallmark's upon which
growth to date has been achieved.
Hence again the link-up with Glowtherm
who themselves have a very similar
trading philosophy.
As for the Lindab product range itself,
included are the following:Circular and flatoval galvanised stainless
steel and aluminium spirally-wound
ductwork;
A double-seal gasketted ductwork fitting
system;

LindabVent -- for situations where basic
spirally-wound, circular ductwork
systems are required;
Dampers -- available in both Safe
(double-gasketted) and Vent versions;
Isol -- which answers the need for preinsulated ductwork systems;
Iris -- which is capable of achieving an
accuracy of plus or minus 7% in airflow
adjustment.
Other products in the extensive Lindab
range include multi-leaf volume control
dampers; folding blade curtain dampers;
automatic fire/smoke dampers;
silencers; constant and variable flow
units; flow measuring units; grilles and
diffusers; displacement diffusers;
rectangular flanging; flexible ductwork
and a full range of related accessories.

EGGGRATE GRILLES

Eyelash Grilles

DOOR GRILLES

External Louvres

FLOOR GRILLES

Linear Grilles

CEILING DIFFUSERS

Pressure Grilles

FIXED BLADE GRILLES

DOUBLE DEFLECTION
GRILLES

&@[( ®[(D~~@&) [LDITLfUD1J@@o
Unit 124.
Dublin Industrial Estate, Dublin 11.
Telephone: 308644. Fax: 308888.
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GLOWTHERM BRAND/
PRODUCT INDEX

Aercon Spiral- Attenuators & acoustic louvres;
Aer Grilles - Complete range of supply and extract grilles & diffusers;
Auchard Development Company - Fume extraction equipment/filters;
Century - Chillers & A/C equipment;
Compoflex - All grades of flexible ducting for heavy-duty and specialist applications;
De Waal Staal- Flanging & supports systems for ductwork;
Farr Filtration - Bags, dust collectors, grease collection, petal filters;
Film Cooling Towers - Cooling towers;
Filtex - Dust collectors;
Filtrair - Filter medias;
High Efficiency Filters - HEPA bag filters;
JS Industrial - Humidifiers from the largest manufacturer in the world;
Knitmesh - Grease filter medias;
Laminar Flow Systems - Cleanroom specialists;
Lapinleimu - Toilet valves for toilet extract;
Lindab - Spiral ductwork fittings, volume control dampers,
fire control dampers, etc;

Optimum Designs - Ductwork accessories;
Plastic Construction - Air scrubbers, PVC fans, etc;
Sanyo - Comfort air conditioning;
Scottaire - Grilles & diffusers;
Thermo Air - Fans;
Trembath - Commercial & industrial dehumidifiers;
Vent Axia -Fans.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol30/iss1/1
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Sptimum Designs Ltd.
MADGE BLAST GATE DAMPERS
Designed and Manufactured by

MADGE B. G. LTD.
A Company within Optimum Designs Group
With Factory Premises at

Adamstown, Newcastle Road, Lucan, Co. Dublin.
The Product is manufactured completely in Ireland and comes in a range of sizes from:
075mm - 0300mm increments of 25mm.

Features include:

• Conpatibility with Spiral,
Lockformed or Flexible Duct.
• Completely shuts off air in branch.
• No air losses through sliding
Damper.
• Friction held sliding Damper.
• Compatible with other Madge
Products.
• Simple to install.
• Attractive Black Gloss Finish.

MADGE B. G. LTD.
Adamstown, Newcastle Road, Lucan, Co. Dublin.
Telephone: 01 - 624 0765 / 624 0767.
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1991
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AIR CONDITIONING AND
VENTILATING EQUIPMENT
reliability, long service life and
low maintenance.
The Key advantage of the
Hiross close-control air
conditioning systems are:SenSible cooling of 95% or
more; High air flow, essential
for rapidly removing heat load
Without causing thermal
shock; Control of room air to
Within small tolerance of
temperature and humidity to
prevent static electricity, as
well as filtration and humidity
problems.
Typical applications for the
close-control unit include:Telephone/cellular
hanges; Electronic
ufacturing; Power rooms;
CAT-scan facilities; Photo
composition rooms;
Computer rooms; Textile
manufacturing; Television;
Broadcasting sites; Chemical
analysis labs; Research
centres.
All Hiross units satisfY the
strongest quality standards.
The Hiross quality assurance
programme is a continuous
process and every member of
the Hiross organisation at
every level is dedicated to
creating a quality product.
This high standard is assured
by exhaustive run testing
under operating conditions.

All components are
thoroughly examined to
guarantee they meet
demanding standards for
performance under even the
most adverse conditions.
Indeed Hiross produces
according to EN 29000, the
European norm for total
eqUipment quality.
Details on the entire Hiross
range are available from D C
Compute Air Ltd, DCCA
House, Baldoyle Industrial
Estate, Dublin 13. Tel;
392366/392009/392101;
Fax: 392343.

DAN C·HAMBERS
VENTILATION
124 Dublin Industrial Estate,
Glasnevin, Dublin 11.

Tel: 303222, 303407, 303859.
Fax: 308888.

DISTRIBUTORS OF:Toshiba
Toshiba have introduced a
whole new range of room air
conditioners, covering
cassette, ceiling, floorstanding, wall window/wall,
ducted and mobile units.
Of the new products,
Toshiba's heat pump cassette
range received four new
models - RAV 160, RAV 260,
RAV 360 and RAV 460. These
replace existing models RAV
453, 713, 1003 and 1253.
Duty sizes remain unchilllged
at 4.7kW, 7.3kW and 1O.5kW

'*
'*
'*
'*
'*
'*

ZIEHL ABEGG EUROSERIES
PLATE AND CASED AXIAL FANS.
TURBO-IN-L1NE CENTRIFUGAL FANS.
DURO DYNE DUCTING ACCESSORIES.
DOBY DUCT FLANGING.
CLlMASTER AIR HANDLING UNITS.
CENNO CENTRIFUGAL FANS.

MANUFACTURERS OF:Glassfibre Roof Cowls.

•

@r@jdllllll~$

Air Distribution.
Grilles and Louvres.
Fire Foil Fire Dampers.
Shurflow Volume Control
Dampers.

The Hiross Superchiller packaged, air-cooled water chillerfrom
DC Compute Air.
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AIR HANDLING
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VENTILATION
UNITS
• Air Heating
• Air Handling
• Ventilation
• Heat Recovery
• Air Curtains

COMPONENTS

FANS

are now also supplied with all
other RAV Series indoor units,
other than ducted models.

The main changes to be found
in the new units are new fan
design, a restyled ceiling
panel, autolouvre facility and
a long life mter.

Other new products from
Toshiba are two designs of
floor standing units operated
either by their in built.
concealed control panel or
from the 3 Series remote
controller supplied. Available
in either simulated rosewood
or all white fmish. these units
are also G-Series compatible.

Models RAV 160 and RAV 260
have a single centrifugal fan
with internal motor; models
RAV 360 and RAV 460 have
direct drtven twin centrifugal
fans.
This combination of new fan
design and restyled ceiling
panels has created extremely
qUiet operational sound levels.
The units have a 4-way air
flow system which can be
selected to either 2-way or 3way discharge.

,~~~

-.

and 13.0kW cooling and
5.0kW, 7.9kW, 1O.8kWand
13.8kW heating respectively.

• Fans
• Electric Motors
• Speedcontrollers
• HeatExchangers
• Air Dampers

Ask for our
complete
documentation!

'll-1]~I~VI()-l\1I~®
Industrial Estate Strawhall Carlow
Tel.: 0503-43206 Fax: 0503-42174
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol30/iss1/1
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The oscillating auto-turn
louvre facility, operated from
the unit's remote controller,
adjusts the louvre on both
main air discharge sides to
give the required air patterns.
Louvre on the short side vents
are manual only.
All four models are equipped
with sufficient refrigerant for
up to 20 metres separation.
Maximum separation is 30m
for model RAV 160/26 and
50m maximum separation for
models RAV 360/460.
Compatible with Toshiba
space saving G-series outdoor
condensing units, which
permit up to 100 metres
separation and up to 50m
head for high rise buildings,
the new heat pump cassettes
are expected to be available
shortly, with no price
increase.
The ultra-thin, soft touch, 3
Series, LCD controllers
supplied with the new units
give clear read out of all
functions and controls.
Cooling and heating
programmes can be set to
operate on/off over a 24-hour
period. A malfunction
indicator makes fault fmding
an easier task. One 3-series
controller will govern up to 16
units in one group.
These new remote controllers

New ducted models for
installation in shallow ceiling
voids and an inverter
controlled cassette range will
be available in the New Year.
Details from G T Phelan Ltd
59 Rock Road. Blackrock.
Dublin. Tel: 01833347/832622; Fax; 01993821.

BAC
While many people have been
interested in ice storage.
relatively few have been eager
to use it. The reason? High
first cost. Although
refrigeration plant size is
usually smaller with an ice
storage system, there's all
that storage eqUipment to
buy. The bottom line? Ice
systems have cost more th
conventional. instantaneous
cooling systems in the past.
But now the days of
additional first cost for ice
storage systems are over. Air
conditioning systems with ice
storage can be installed at the
same or less first cost than
instantaneous systems. How?
By using BAC products to
supply colder water to
building airside equipment.
Ice Chiller Thermal Storage
Units produce 1 per cent
centigrade water or less,
which can be used directly for
many comfort cooling
applications.
When a closed loop is needed,
combine an Ice Chiller unit
with BAC's unique high-k
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shell and tube heat
exchanger. The result?
Leaving water temperatures
as low as 3 deg. centigrade
which can be used to reduce
the cost of air handling units,
ductwork, piping pumps and
electrical equipment.
Ice Chiller units are the
product of SAC's extensive
test programme to develop an
optimum coil configuration
and complete performance
data. Testing was conducted
at SAC's research and
development laboratories,
where the broad range of
operating conditions that
occur in ice storage systems
be simulated.
Ice Chiller units provide
significant improvements over
traditional ice builder designs.
The tank line is constructed of
hot-dip galvanised steel to
protect against deterioration

MIXVENT

caused by rusting and
corrosion. Primer surface
serpentine steel coils are fully
protected from rust and
corrosion by hot-dip
galvanising after fabrication.
SAC can also provide other ice
storage system components,
such as VX evaporate
condensers which are widely
used for heat rejection with
maximum system efficiency in
industrial refrigeration and
air-conditioning applications.
A versatile centrifugal fan
model, the VXC, and a low
horsepower model, the VXMC,
are available in 119 sizes to
meet virtually every
installation and application
need.
Details from RSL (Ireland) Ltd,
48F Robinhood Industrial
Estate, Long Mile Road,
Dublin 22. Tel: 508011;
Fax: 559592

'Sanyo
The Sanyo name is renowned
the world over and instantly
recognisable as a symbol of
quality and reliability in many
different fields of expertise, air
conditioning being no
exception.
Since entering this market
sector Sanyo has invested
heavily in research and
development programmes and
subsequently brought to the
marketplace air conditioning
products incorporating
innovative features and
designs,
The extent of the Sanyo air
conditioning range is
extensive, covering split-type
systems from 7,000 to 18,000
BTU /hr, mainly for domestic
use and split type systems for
commercial use with
capacities of between 24,000

ventae & co.ltd.

and 49,000 BTU/hr.
From an Irish point of View
the principal activity of
Glowtherm is in the
commercial sector where, to
date, they have already
established Sanyo as one of
the main players in the air
conditioning sector.
A wide choice of models is
aVailable such as cooling only
models which can be wall
mounted, ceiling mounted,
semi concealed, concealed,
floor mounted or free-standing
with an equally diverse choice
of cooling/heating models also
being available.
Then of course there is the
Sanyo muItisplit system for
applications where the
temperature can be controlled
in two rooms simultaneously
with a choice of indoor wall,
ceiling or floor units to suit
the space and room decor. A

ventilation and air movement products

The Revolutionary new range of S & P 'in line' Fans
After 40 years of experience in the field of ventilation, S&P
launches the Mixvent Fans, the best solution to any ventilation
problem where ducting is necessary and high efficiency is required.
The advantages of the Mixvent Fans,
-Superbly efficient.
-Extra sl.im profile.
-Easy to install and remove.
-Low noise level.

=0ventac&co.ltd·I@F

Grand C~nal Quay, Dublin 2. Telephone: 713499. Telex: 39724. Fax: 713890
BSNews, January 1991 15
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WALKER AIR CONDITIONING offer a wide
range of products for domestic, commercial and
industrial applications. Take for instance one of
Carrier's most innovative developments - the
Split System. Single, dual or triple systems·,
seven different types of indoor unit including the
unique "Carrier Cool" unit with heating and
cooling as standard, and with heat pump
operation in most.

mean that the system is ideal for use in offices,
retail outlets, restaurants and hotels.

Outputs range from 2.8kW to 16.3kW, and the
unobtrusive wall or ceiling mounted fan coil units

When it comes to conditioning air
WALKER HAVE THE CRAFT.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol30/iss1/1
DOI: 10.21427/D7069P

In addition to Carrier, we distribute products for a
number of major manufacturers such as Liebert,
Vokes, Condair and Menerga.
For more details, contact our local office and
we'll fly into action.
Dublin 01 300844 Belfast 02318 5234.
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convenient remote control
unit allows for fingertip
temperature control over both
rooms.
There are also complementary
optional kits available to
extend the system to cover
three, four or six rooms.
Typical of the innovative
design and styling of Sanyo is
the new range of cassette
heatpump air conditioners
which have set new standards
of sophistication and
performance. They combine
aesthetic design and the most
up-to date technology for
state-of the-art environmental
control.
anyo units incorporate
computer controlled electronic
expansion valves to ensure
optimum performance, even
at extreme operating
conditions. Latest CAD
aerodynamics have been used

in the fan design and air flow,
ensuIing greater silence in
operation.
The new SPW ceiling cassette
range combines advanced
micro computer control with
Sanyo's legendary rotary
compressor.
Utilising temperature sensing
at nine separate points, the
units are capable of
maintaining room
temperature as low as 17/18
degrees C and of operating at
extremes of outdoor
conditions without the need
for any additional control
components.
These Sanyo heatpump units
have been designed with ease
of installation and
maintenance in mind:
Incorporating retention
toggles, flared connections, 2cable group control and selfdiagnostic facility reading out

on the remote control LDCD
panels, the units could not be
simpler to install, commission
or maintain.
It is with such innovative
products of proven reliability all of which are now available
from Glowtherm - that Sanyo
has set the standard in the
art of environmental control
which others have to follow.
Details from Glowtherm Ltd.,
194 Whitehall Road, Dublin 6.
Tel: 513887/522172/516531;
Fax: 554375.

Thermo Air
After over 10 years in Ireland,
Thermo Air Ireland has
commenced work on the
erection of a vast factory
complex to house a number of

production operations on a
14-acre site situated
immediately across the road
from the company's present
location.
This will conclude a
development process over the
last decade which has seen
Thermo Air continuously
outgrow its premises because
of rapidly-expanding
production ranges and
increased output.
In 1980 the company began
with 7,000 sq ft. By 1983 this
had been extended to 10,000
sq ft with the reqUirement
being 25,000 sq ft by 1985.
OIiginally Thermo Air Ireland
Ltd was set up as an
exporting company but now,
10 years later, more and more
of its produce is being sold on
the IIish market. It will
always be export-oriented but
a concerted effort is now also

RSL (Ireland) Ltd.
_ _ _- - - - - - e - - - - - -

_

Ireland's Leading Stockists
and Distributors o' Refrigeration
and Air Conditioning Equipment
_ _ _ _ _- - - - e - - -

_

Rm Cork Tel: 021-31 7221 .

51::

Fax: 021-317222.
Dublin Tel: 01-508011. Fax: 01-559592.
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being made to capture a
percentage of the home
market.
Already -- without an
organised marketing drive -over 30% of the Carlow plant's
output is for home
consumption.
Originally established to
manufacture heat exchangers,
the Carlow output now covers
the entire Thermo Air
portfolio. There is also a
comprehensive range of
complementary accessories.
Standard production runs are
engaged in to ensure ex-stock
availability of all lines but a
key feature of the Thermo Air
seIVice is the flexibility it
offers in terms of product
variation and short term
delivery.

of air conditioning to this
country.
In that respect Carrier is a
name synonymous with both
air conditioning and Walker
Air. Nonetheless, there is no
denying that, while Carrier
continued to concentrate on
other areas in recent years, a
number of competitors stole a
march on them in the split
sector.
However, that situation was
forcibly addressed over the
last year or two with
substantial sums being
invested in research and
development, the result of
which is a comprehensive
range of "state-of-the-art"
split systems now available
from the company through
Walker Air.

Details from Thermo Air Ltd.,
Industrial Estate, Strawhall,
Carlow. Tel: 0503-43206;
Fax; 0503-42174.

In addition to being
technologically-advanced,
these units are also very
price-competitive.

Walker Air

Of course Carrier is still a
dominant force in the liqUid
chiller sector and has very
definite plans to capitalise on
this position of strength to
capture an even larger
percentage of this sector

When it comes to air
conditioning Walker Air
Conditioning Ltd needs no
introduction to the Irish
marketplace. Going back over
20 years they were among the
pioneering handful who first
introduced the whole concept

[n the leisure area Walker
represents Menerga which is
especially strong in the
swimming pool sector. This is
a fast-expandinl! sector of the

business and one which
Walker - by way of the
specially-designed range of
Menerga dehumidifiers continues to dominate.
For its part Liebert is
continuing, with its product
development programme.
Latest project on the drawing
board - which is scheduled
for market introduction within
the coming months - is
System 4 and also an upgrade
of the company's site
monitoring system.
Walker is also in the process
of dramatically increasing its
use of EPOS controls, thereby
giving it total project
capability in chillers,
terminals, controls and air
handling units.
Also in the Walker Air range is
Searle. Latest addition is the
K range of commercial
coolers, specifically developed
for TUV approval. All operate
on environmental-friendly
R22.
Supporting this extensive
product portfolio is a wide
choice of computer
programmes from all the
suppliers in question and
Walker Air's own seIVice and
back-up capability.
Details from Walker Air
Conditioning Ltd, Dublin
Industrial Estate, Finglas
Road, Dublin 11. Tel:
300844; Fax: 308578.

Dan

Chambers
Acoustic systems analysis is
of critical importance in
ventilation and air
conditioning systems, hence
the specialist seIVice
developed by Dan Chambers
Ltd offering computerised
selection of sound allenuation
which is required to guarantee
specific NC or NR levels.

Carrier liquid chiller installation by Walker Air.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol30/iss1/1
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This seIVice, which the
company offers free of charge,
can be of particular benefit to
consulting engineers who

wish to select sound
attenuation eqUipment on
either proposed new systems
or existing ones.
To avail of this free seIVice it
is not necessary that the air
handling eqUipment be
supplied by Dan Chambers
Ltd although a packaged
arrangement is preferable.
Providing sound power levels
are available, the computer
programme will select the
correct sound attenuation and
attenuator(s) and provide a
print-out showing "before and
after" across the sound
spectrum. A permanent
record of the system in
question showing duct ru
bends, off sets grilles,
reverberation factor, etc will
also be aVailable.
This seIVice can save valuable
time for consulting engineers
and other design engineers.
Typical examples of the
seIVice provided by Dan
Chambers Ltd are as follows:Air handling units Computer selection of
Novenco Climaster air
handling units with print-out
of fmal "arrangement"
showing various sections,
attenuators, etc.
Centrifugal fans - Computer
selection of Novenco
centrifugal fans, includin
standard low/medium
backward curved/forward
curved and high pressure
blowers and paddle-bladed
centrifugal fans.
Additionally, the Roof Units
Ltd programme allows full
access to the most
comprehensive range of fans
and ancillary eqUipment from
the most rapidly-growing
company in the UK. Many
choices for the same duty can
readily be made available with
free print-out facility showing
sound levels, power ratings,
current ratings, etc.
Details from Dan Chambers
Ltd, Unit 124 Dublin
Industrial Estate. Glasnevin,
Dublin 11. Te[:
303222/303407: Fax:
308888.
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D·C·Gmpute.Nrlid.
AIR CONDITIONING CONTRACTORS & COMPUTER ROOM
OUTFITTERS SUPPLIERS OF AIR CONDITIONING UNITS AND
ACCESS FLOORING CONDENSERS AND CHILLERS

IHCF

INDUSTRIES

PACKAGED LIQUID COOLER UNITS
with water and air cooled condenser
with SCREW TYPE COMPRESSOR
•
•
•
•
•
•

SUPER ROTOR compressor, • Multi-circuits,
Reliable and performant conception,
Control by microprocessor, • Minimum floor space,
Low noise level, • Easy maintenance,
Easy installation, • Low setting-up cost,
Packaged unit, • Factory tested.

IHCF

ROOF-TOP HEAT PUMPERS AND AIR
CONDITIONER RANGE 1OKw - 154Kw.
ROOF·TOP AIR CONDITIONER
These packaged or split units allow a very flexible use and they
are particularly suitable to air-condition large industrial or trading
premises.
Their advantages of use and installation are numerous:
- Mounted on a prefabricated roof-curb, they are easily
incorporated to the roof during building.

INDUSTRIES

-The unit is quickly put into service by simply laying in top of the
roof-curb, a short time before using the building (no need of
capital assets, no damages during the building works.
-Oversized heat exchangers result in low operating expenses,
and trouble free, long lasting operation, mainly in heat pumps.
-Possibility to delay the investment, by installing the split units in
two steps:
• first the air handling equipment with classic heating,
• later the air conditioning and refrigeration units thanks to
modular design.

ROOM AIR CONDITIONERS
"WALL SPIT-SYSTEM"
RANGE 2Kw . 80Kw.

D·C·Gmpute.Nrlid.
D.C.C.A. House, Baldoyle Industrial Estate, Dublin 13.
Telephone: 392366/392009/392101. Fax: 392343.
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1991
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Pioneering
Spirit Still
to the
Fore at
Coolair

Coolair Ltd - whose pioneering
spirit broke new ground with the
introduction of the "package" system
some years back - is once again to
the fore in developing and bringing to
market new air conditioning systems
incorporating innovative technology
developed specifically to suit today's
changed market requirements.
It comes in the shape of the new
Daikin VRV (variable refrigerant

volume) system. the first of its kind
in the world. It utilises small bore
refrigerant piping to provide highefficiency heating or cooling zone by
zone.
John Lawlor. Director /General
Manager of Coolair Ltd. is most
excited about the development. "It is
the perfect solution to today's market
requirement", he says. "Occupancy
patterns today are so much different
to say. eight and ten years ago.
Traditionally. there were either

speculative or owner-occupied blocks
of as much as 30.000/40,000 sq ft.
all occupied by the one company.
"However. today's office environment
comprises multi-user buildings or
owner-occupied premises with multiuser requirements. Essentially. the
difference today is the need for
heating/cooling zone by zone. not for
the building as a whole.
"Hence the development of the
Daikin VRV 'step-by-step", energysaving. central air conditioning
system. Daikin are recognised
leaders in multi-system, directexpansion air conditioning
technology. the VRV system bein
world first. Throughout Europe
now the fastest-growing concept in
air conditioning technology with over
2000 systems already installed with
that figure projected to rise to 4000
by 1991/2.
"There is no need for separate
heating and cooling systems - VRV
does both jobs. This also allows
more freedom for design creativity.
Facilities include individual control
of conditions in each zone as
standard. optional central control of
all system functions also being
available.
"There are also savings in capital and
running costs. Daikin VRV requires
no boiler plant or separate heating
work; no back-up cooling plant;
maintenance is minimal; installat n
is fast and simple to carry out.
"The system is equally-suited to
refurbishment and retrofit work.
This can be especially advantageous
to owner-occupiers. Currently we
have a project on hand whereby a
client was looking at having to
vacate the entire premises because
the whole building needed its
heating/cooling system modernised.
"Because he choose Daikin VRV. we
are doing the project zone by zone or
a floor-occupancy basis. So. all he
has to do is to vacate one floor at a
time. Once finished it can be
occupied. fully-functional.
immediately while we tackle another
floor.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol30/iss1/1
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the major disruption of having to
vacate the entire building and of
course the attendant costs, especially
that of renting a large square footage
for a relatively short period of time. "
John Lawlor's enthusiasm for this
new system is understandable but,
as he readily acknowledges, Daikin is
but a part - albeit a very important
part - of the Coolair
product portfolio.
Indeed, Coolair's strength has always
been the diversity of major-branded
product it carries, and of course the
composition of that product mix
which was carefully selected to
re an all-embracing,
lementary portfolio capable of
satisfYing virtually every conceivable
requirement in respect of air
conditioning.
Brands represented (in alphabetical
order) include Airedale, Barber
Colman, Daikin, Lennox, Munters,
Senior Colman, Vapac and Wolf. See
panel for a full breakdown of each
range.
In view of the foregoing, it's hardly
surprising that Coolair is now one of
the foremost players in the Irish air
conditioning sector. This is some
achievement for a company that
commenced trading with but one
employee - John Lawlor 0ximatelY 15 years ago.
••
ittedly, he was very qUickly
joined by Rita McCabe, whose
contribution to Coolair'S growth and
development cannot be overstated.
Essentially, Rita has been John's
ever-attendant "right arm" since
those early days. She is now
responsible for all general office
management, including internal
sales.
Brendan Kilgallon is the other senior
salesperson in the company. His
knowledge and experience is wideranging, covering as it does control
systems, in addition to the air
conditioning aspect. Brendan is now
Marketing Director of Coolair Ltd.
But - while cliched to say so - it is
very much a team effort at Coolair
with everybody pulling together to
provide the quality of service the
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1991

company has become renowned for.

proven the wisdom of that decision.

John's own background is in
consultancy. He spent nearly seven
years with Robert Jacob & Partners
before switching to the commercial
side of the business and joining one
of the then fledgling air conditioning
companies (Walkers) where he spent
a number of years before being
headhunted to take charge of Coolair
Ltd.
At that time Coolair Ltd was a small
contracting company in Cork which
was in turn part of the larger, wellestablished, Cross Refrigeration
Group. Between them today, Coolair
and Cross Refrigeration are now the
largest A/C and refrigeration
company in Ireland with regional
offices strategically located
throughout the entire country,
including Northern Ireland. The total
staff complement is 110 people.

At the time Coolair had no formal
agency distribution agreements
though there was a loose
arrangement with Searle. John
Lawlor immediately set about
formalising that agreement and
thereafter proceeded to secure major
names such as Daikin, Airedale, etc
to the point where the portfolio is
now as already detailed and further
expanded on in the panel
accompanying this article.

The Group plan was to re-position
Coolair Ltd as a leading supplier of
air conditioning equipment. John
Lawlor was identified as the person
to perform that task. Hindsight has

Right from the outset Coolair sought
to offer only the highest-quality
products, coupled with a sales and
service support package offering a
technical ability commensurate with
the innovative features of those
prodUcts. Therein lies the core
strength of the company to this very
day.
A key ingredient of this approach is
the use of Coolair own employees to
carry out refrigeration pipework
installation. However, "we are
specialist suppliers", he says, "and
that means that instances do arise -

Equipment distributed by Coolair
Supplier

Range

Daikin:

Air Cooled and Water Cooled Packaged Water
Chillers, Airconditioning Systems including Splits,
Ceiling Cassettes, Ceiling, Suspended, Wall
Mounted, Floor Mounted and the New VRV inverter
system

Airedale:

Close Control EqUipment for Clean Room/
Computer Room Applications and Comfort
Airconditioning Systems.

Lennox:

Large Self Contained Roof Top Packaged UnitsGas Fired and Heat Pump

Wolf:

Central Stations Air Handling Plants, Fan Coil Units
and Unit Heaters

Senior Colman: Air Distribution EqUipment including a complete
range of grilles, diffusers and VAV boxes.
Barber Colman: Environmental Controls Systems
Munters:

Dehumidification equipment for Dry Storage and
Low HUmidity Applications.

VAPAC:

Humidity Control EqUipment
BSNews, January 1991 21
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Although there are plenty of
computer programmes around which
can carry out costing, book keeping
and word processing for small
businesses, the technical design
programmes available seem to suffer
from three main troubles.

such as ensuring the correct
installation of refrigeration pipework
- where we have an obligation to
make sure that the work is carried
out correctly.

from all of Coolair's principals. This
makes an infinite number of design
permutation calculations and cost
analyses instantly available when
various options are being considered.

"We take full responsibility for all
warranty cover and correct
installation. Ultimately. we recognise
that the buck stops here.

Naturally, Coolair can also provide a
comprehensive design service in
conjunction with the consultant or
contractor should that be required.

"Our philosophy is to work hand in
hand with the appointed contractor
with our specialist knowledge and
capability complementing his work.
Brendan Toal runs this section of the
business. He has extensive
experience in the field and has been
part of the Coolair team for more
than a decade."

But so much for the historical
development of Coolair and the
situation at present... what of the
future?

computing and scientific expertise to
operate;
(c) They need very sophisticated and
expensive hardware.

"I'm very optimistic for the future",
says John Lawlor, "primarily because
of the innovative quality of the
products already on stream - and
planned - by our principals. Coolair
will be to the forefront in introducing
new concepts and developments in
the air conditioning sector, the new
Daikin VRV system being just one
case in point.

I have developed a series of 35
individual programmes and two
packages which avoid these drawbacks. The programmes cost stg£4
each, stg£150 for each package
stg£500 for the whole set. They can
be used by any apprentice, operative
or secretary because they work on a
very simple question and answer
basis.

"In addition to the encouraging
response we have already
experienced here in Ireland, we have
also made very strong inroads in the
UK. To date we have already
completed a half dozen or so major
projects in the UK and are currently
in the middle of a large London
contract. .. all from here in Dublin.

Finally, they can be used on any
modern IBM compatible computer,
including the little lap-tops, which
are taken to the site in a plastic bag
and can be plugged into the cigar
lighter of a car. The programmes can
be supplied as either 5.25 inch discs
or 3.5 inch discs and give results on
a printer if so desired.

"We have the products, the
personnel, the experience and the
organisational structure to keep us
very much to the forefront in the air
conditioning sector well into the
1990s and beyond. So yes, we are
not daunted by what's to come post 1992 ... we at Coolair are excited by
it and intend to take maximum
advantage of the opportunities it
presents".

Programmes have so far been
supplied to about 400 customers
including 97 technical colleges and
universities. The reason why they
so popular with teaching
establishments is because they are
so easy to use, which must also be a
plus for the busy H&V engineer.

The Coolair of today is a highlysophisticated operation with a staff
complement of 16 in Dublin and five
in the Cork office which is run by
Tony O'Leary. Tony is widely known
throughout the Cork region where
Coolair has been responsible for a
significant number of prestigious
projects.
Naturally, all operations are fully
computerised with the ordering and
stock holding procedures fully
integrated so that they register and
inter-relate all transactions once
they are entered.
This is particularly helpful in respect
of ex-stock aVailability. Coolair has
predetermined minimum stock
holdings on all products in the range.
the advantage of the current
computer system being that the need
to re-order on all lines is instantly
highlighted and can be addressed
immediately. The 28,000 sq ft
premises occupied by the company
in Cookstown Industrial Estate,
Dublin 24 - not far from the new
Tallaght Town Centre shopping
precinct - allows this ex-stock
holding to be significant.
It is a networked computer system,
everyone - no matter what their
function - having a screen and
terminal at their work station.
Additionally, John Lawlor and
Brendan Kilgallon have personal,
lap-top computers which they use in
conjunction with specialist software
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol30/iss1/1
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In the broader context, Coolair are
very much involved in matters and
events connected to, and affecting,
the overall building services industry.
Promotions and sponsorship play a
major part and often - especially
given John's interest in the sport take the form of golf sponsorship.
John is a very active member of the
BTU Society and Coolair has, for
many years, sponsored the annual
CIBSE/MEBSCA weekend in
Nuremore.

(a) They are very expensive;
(b) They require considerable

The programmes work in either
Imperial units or modern SI metric
units, and with almost all it is
possible to change single values and
obtain a revised set of answers after
going through the programme once.
Printouts are given of two typical
programmes of the series:
Programme 13 Waterpipe - This is
able to calculate pressure losses,
head losses and pump loads needed
to transmit a given flow of hot or cold
water. In this case the internal pipe
diameter is knows, but the head is
not;
Programme 31 Pipesize - This does
34
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Low-cost Computer Programmes An Aid to H&V DesignBy R M E Diamant
the opposite. It works out the
optimum internal pipe diameter if
the flow rate and pressure difference
between inlet and outlet is known. It
works with water or other liquids.

contractions; valves or cocks
(selection is made from a 'menu' of
17); nature of pipeline end; material
of construction; level differences.

Full List Of Programmes Available
1 U-Valve (for all walls and roof
structures);
2 Dampness (interstitial and surface
condensation
prevention in
~ determination of the fluid head
buildings);
.pump load needed to drive flUids
3 Solar (solar heat ingress through
through a given pipeline system is a
glazed
areas);
very complicated matter, which
4
Living
(heat losses and gains due
makes use of numerous complex
to
occupation);
mathematical equations. A number
5 Floor (perimeter and area heat
of tables have been issued by some
losses);
authorities. but these always fall
down on the fact that it is impossible 6 Window (U-valves for various types
under varying conditions);
to take into consideration all the
7 Total (calculation of average
variables which are involved in
annual
heat load);
normal engineering practice.
8 Economy (optimum insulation
As far as the nomograms published
thickness and economics of multiple
are concerned, the less that is said
glazing);
about them the better. Once all the
9 Heattrans (heat exchangers of
errors made in drafting the straight
varying types);
lines between the curves are added,
10 Pipeline (heat losses from
it would be more accurate to simply
uninsulated and insulated hot lines);
guess at the result.
11 Buried (district heating and group
heating heat losses);
_btain an accurate answer, it is
12 Conduit (district heating and
fmy necessary to carry out the
group heating heat losses);
calculation from first principles,
13 Waterpipe (head losses and pump
using equations such as the various
load requirements);
Von Karman formulae, the Colburn,
14 Regression (mathematical
Hardy & Cottingham, Swindells
analysis of data to replace graph
equation and many others.
plotting );
Obviously, this is not something one
15 Steam (heat calculations for
can do in a hurry, or an operation
superheated
and saturated steam);
which is suitable for less than pukka
16
Freevent
(air
change rates and
mathematicians. My programmes
heat
losses);
have all been designed to carry out
the calculations themselves, once the 17 Gaspipe (dimensioning of all types
computer has been given a minimum of gas and steam lines);
18 Radsize (dimensioning of
of facts, which are easily available to
radiators
in building);
any operator.
19 Oilpipe (head losses for all lines
Both programmes take the following
carrying non-aqueous flUids);
parameters into consideration:
20 Rhlimit (maximum internal
Pipeline length; nature of liqUid to be
relative humidity without
pumped; temperature; volume flow
condensation) ;
rate; flow velocity or pump pressure;
21 Condcure (extra ventilation
pipeline bends and their nature;
needed to avoid condensation);
pipeline expansions and
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1991
Both programmes take into
consideration a large number of
different variables.

22 Sunheat (solar heat entering
through walls, windows and roofs);
23 Heatpump (to assess the viability
of such an installation);
24 Coal (to determine numerous
parameters for coal fired furnace
design);
25 Oil (to determine the combustion
parameters of various grades of oil);
26 Gas (combustion parameters of
19 different gases are studied);
27 Ventair (the ventilation
requirements of public areas are
calculated) ;
28 Aircond (cooling loads and chiller
capacities are determined);
29 Airduct (pressure losses in
complex ventilation system);
30 Ductsize (dimensioning of hot and
cold air ducting systems);
31 Pipesize (dimensioning of
pipelines carrying fluids);
32 Office (bank A/C, envelope
addressing, shares calculation);
33 CHP (combined heat and power
assessment);
34 Refrig (refrigeration parameter
calculation) ;
35 Radnet (design of radiator
network with up to 12 brand lines);
Heatbal package for complete
assessment of thermal properties of a
building.
Indin package for calculation of
optimum thermal insulation
standards.

R ME Diamant, MSc Dip ChemE
MlnstE C Eng, Born 1925 Vienna,
Austria.
Lecturedfor 25 years at SaIJord
University. Lancashire. England
on topics connected with energy.
Specialised in the use of computers
in connection with heat and mass
transfer calculations.
Wrote 20 books and over a
thousand articles. Latest book:
Thermal and Acoustic Insulation Butterworth 1986.
Developed his Diamant Technical
Software after taking retirement
from SaIJord University. He can be
contacted at 7 Goodwood Avenue,
Manchester M23 9JQ.
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Who would have thought it...
Paddy Clonan in full flight at
the microphone but this time
in more of a reflective and
serious mood rather than the
ebullient style we have all
come to expect.

He said that the Irish Branch
had - despite being one of
the smallest in the Institute revolutionised the thinking at
HQ in terms of the world
influence building services
engineers can have.

The occasion was the CIBSE
Celebrity Lunch just before
Christmas and yes, Paddy was
the celebrity guest speaker.
An deservedly so too.

He named Eoin Kenny, Sean
Mulcahy, Michael Buckley
and Oliver Reddy as notable
heroes in this respect but
stated that Paddy Clonan was
a particular hero of this
revolution.

As you will have seen from
our front cover photograph
Paddy is indeed a celebrity.
He has received one of the
Institute's highest awards the Bronze Medal - for
services rendered. both here
in Ireland to the Republic of
Irish Branch and also "down
under" where he was
instrumental in getting CIBSE
off the ground in Australia,
much to the surprise of many.

a 0

A capacity attendance of over
90 people - many others
wished to attend but space
limitations meant that they
were disappointed - heard
CIBSE Secretary Andrew
Ramsey talk in glowing terms
of the contribution the Irish
Branch, and more especially
its members, have made to
changing the entire face of
CIBSE internationally.

""His largest contribution to
our work was to create though
enthusiasm and vision the
1986 Dublin Conference with
AHSHRAE", said Mr Ramsay.
"As a major social and
technical event, this
Conference exceeded our
wildest hopes and ambitions...
" ...Not

content with his
enormous success in this
field, Paddy stretched our own
vision of our capabilities in
another revolutionary way
when he persuaded HQ and
our Australian members that
they should form a branch in
the antipodes. This branch is
flourishing today as a direct
result of Paddy's personal
intervention.
"These are things which only I

as an outsider from across the
water can say. Surrounded by
heroes as you are, you may
not always recognise another.
May I propose a toast to one of
the greatest - Paddy Clonan!"
What can I add save to say
congratulations Paddy. You've
done everyone proud.

++++++++

Now for some other snippets...
... Walker Air Conditioning
celebrates 20 years trading
under that name and there'
talk that they may soon be
into air handling units;
... Gerry McDonagh recently
oversaw the installation of
Ireland's first ice comfort air
conditioning system at the
Irish Life building in Beresford
Place, directly behind Liberty
Hall in Dublin;
'" And poor old Mike Sheehan
is still persevering with the
golf, God love him!
Believe it or not, he's changed
his woods yet again. I hope it
wasn't something I said
Michael.

CIBSE Celebrity Lunch - Chris Jones pictured with Paddy Clonan. Michael Buckley and John
Purcell.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol30/iss1/1
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BIG ClllEF
DRINKING WATER.
ater Byelaws and regulations almost everywhere
nowadays ban the use of fittings with lead solder in
potable water systems.

W

Triflow Potable Solder Ring Capillary Fittings - each one
stamped IRTP6 - provides instant proof that they are
nominally lead free, reassuring customers at a glance that
you're not speaking with 'forked tongue' when you say that
the job's been done according to regulations.
Triflow Potable Solder Ring Capillary Fittings are perfect for
systems which supply water to baths, basins sinks, drinking
taps, standpipes, etc., and are ideally suitable for all aspects
of your heating and plumbing installations.
When it comes to joints in potable water systems,
plumbing and heating installations, Triflow is sure to be the
Big Chief (dare we ay that nothing else is 'Apache' on
them?)

C NEX
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amount of power required for the
Of course, we can't predict the future. But we can job. In multipump systems, elecand do - make sure that Grundfos in-line pumps are
tronic controls automatically
designed as much for future possibilities as for today's
distribute the work-load to ensure
realities.
maximum efficiency and miniWe offer a complete range ofin-line pumps, so there's
mum wear.
one designed for exactly the job you need to do So even if we can't predict the
whether you're dealing with dairy products or
future,
we can help you grow in
petroleum.
the nght direction.
Just as important, if your future requirements
change you'll find it's as easy to switch to a larger
Founded in 1945 in Denmark, Grundfos today has producmodel as it was to
tion, sales and sen:ice facilities worldwide. The company
install the original.
manufactures a wide ronge ofpumps for heating systems,
We can also help you
industrial applications, irrigation plants, and urban and
grow faster in the
rurol water supply.
future by helping you
cut costs today. Because
~
Grundfospumpsare
GRUNDFOS~
~
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol30/iss1/1
highly efficient, they
~
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consume the minimum
You can't name a better pump
Limited, Unit 34, Stillorgan Industrial Park, Blackrock, Co. Dublin, Ireland. Telephone: (01) 954926. Telex: 90544.

